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Guidance on the Change from Fields of Testing (FOTs) to 
Fields of Accreditation (FOAs)

Issued January 15, 2021

In accordance with ELAP’s new regulations, effective January 1, 2021, ELAP has 
converted the Fields of Testing Forms (FOTs) to Field of Accreditation (FOA) Tables. 
This announcement provides an overview of the changes. Laboratories should compare 
their accredited methods against the updated FOA Tables to determine if any methods 
have changed.

What is a Field of Accreditation?
A Field of Accreditation is defined in California Code of Regulations, title 22, 
§ 64801.00(m) as the matrix, technology/method, and analyte combinations for which 
ELAP will offer accreditation, as defined in 2016 TNI Standard - Revision 2.1, Volume 1, 
Module 2. The FOAs are grouped together in Tables organized by matrices and 
published on the ELAP website.  

Essentially, a FOA is an individual line item or row in a FOA Table. The example 
below shows three FOAs selected, as indicated by the “Y” in the right column.

Does this change affect my current certificate? 
No. The change to FOAs will not affect your current accreditation until you file your next 
renewal or amendment application. At that time, ELAP will issue an accreditation with 
the updated terminology. Until that time, current certificates and Accredited Fields of 
Testing Lists remain valid.

https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I7A267B0804DA4A32B361684487AC5DBA?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I7A267B0804DA4A32B361684487AC5DBA?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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How does this change impact my fees?
Beginning January 1, 2021, a component of your application and accreditation fees will 
now be based on the total number of FOAs in either your application (for all application 
fees) or on your certificate (for your annual accreditation fee during the year you are not 
submitting a renewal application).

The Fields of Accreditation Fees are separated into tiers based on the number of FOAs 
your laboratory is applying or accredited for. To determine which tier will apply to your 
fee, count the number of individual FOAs on your application or certificate, and select 
only one tier.

Fee Component Price
Base Fee (all laboratories) $2,500
Reciprocity Fee (Out-of-State Laboratories only) $5,000
Field of Accreditation (FOA) Fee (select only one tier) --

Tier 1 – 1-10 FOAs $300
Tier 2 – 11-49 FOAs $1,000

Tier 3 – 50-99 FOAs $3,000
Tier 4 – 100-149 FOAs $5,000
Tier 5 – 150-249 FOAs $7,000

Tier 6 – 250-349 FOAs $9,000
Tier 7 – 350+ FOAs $11,000

ELAP’s courtesy fee notices will reflect the updated pricing beginning January 2021. 
Fee information is located on the ELAP Apply for Accreditation webpage.

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/labs/apply.html
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